February 9, 1994

To Whom it May Concern

This is to state that Ogyen Kunzang Cheuling in Brussels and its branches in France and Portugal are true Tibetan Buddhist Centers. These Tibetan Buddhist Centers were established under the direction of three highly respected Tibetan masters of the Nyingmapa school of Tibetan Buddhism, Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche, Kyabje Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche, and Kyabje Kagyur Rinpoche. It is our hope that they will continue to develop and flourish for the benefit of all humanity, and particularly for those who wish to study and practice Buddhist philosophy and the way of life.

Every assistance given to these Tibetan Buddhist Centers will be most appreciated.

Kalon Tenzin N. Tethong
Chairman of the Kashag
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